
Top batsmen of 2015        by Hemical

The top 10 in the 2015 f-c batting averages (min 20 inns)
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Across

1 Essex player averaging 54.64 

can see the dot flickering (3,9)

8 Northants player averaging 

52.73 to avoid unsettled centre 

(7)

9 Old song before drama starts 

with several levels (7)

11 Ably sells broken parts of 

words (9)

12 One with debts welcomes 

new landlord (5)

13 Resort area somehow 

heartier around 6 (3,7)

15 Notts player averaging 52.05 

is excellent in colour (4)

17 Commercial centre one 

avoiding what teams usually 

want (4)

19 Closing dates with singular 

lethality (10)

22 Dictator's measuring stick (5)

23 Not being able to see new 

target reflected in ecstasy (9)

25 Medical device you don't 

want in the slips! (7)

26 Yorks player averaging 47.10 

puts regular slugs of retsina in 

cereal (7)

27 Obstructs road after sailor 

leaves to procure strong drink 

(4,2,3,3)

Down

1 Seawater flows reverse small 

change (5)

2 Frenchwoman able to climb 

over engine housing (7)

3 Pace trio's moving sort of 

music (8)

4 Moon has one order in place 

(9)

5 Notts player averaging 51.05 

almost lashed out (5)

6 Notts player averaging 51.33 

sees odd bits of yellow in pitch 

(6)

7 Cost of keeping northern 

Lancashire player averaging 

67.18 (6)

10 Makes fun of the German 

papers over a couple of points 

(7)

13 Workers' group ripped down 

instruction given (7)

14 Toff and ornithophile turn 

up to cut this at supermarket 

opening? (3,6)

16 Allowed doctor in after 

greeting Henry, who averaged 

55.86 for Somerset (8)

18 Famous orchestra to be 

successful without Surrey player 

averaging 47.70 (6)

20 Still, backing a follow-on 

never contents (4,3)

21 Three times as much rubbish 

about half-century (6)

23 Surrey player averaging 

48.52 getting right stuck into 

pastries (5)

24 Well-lit Gavaskar? (5)


